
V2262HP
reverse 3 needle chain stitch
feed off the arm unit

view more

https://www.vibemac.com/reverse-foa-v2262hp-vline/


The accessories described here may not be included in the price of the machine. 
Please refer to the commercial documents for information on prices and conditions.

V2262HP is the Vi.Be.Mac. unit made for the specific requirement of reverse lap 

feed off the arm. Strong, fast, precise, consistent in the stitch length. Equipped with 

patented DCP (Dynamic Control Pressure) technology, differential feed dog, Zeromax 

puller. Particularly suitable to sew back yoke, back rise, inseam and out seams, plus 

top stitch operations.

V2262HP
Reverse 3 needle chain stitch feed off the arm unit

FAST

OPERATOR FRIENDLY

QUALITY

Max Sewing Machine Speed: 4000 rpm

Stitching Length: from 2.1 to 4.2 mm

Standard Needle Gauge: 1/4” (6.4 mm)

Optional Needle Gauge: 9/32” (7.2 mm)

Sewing Head: Yamato 3 needle CS

Sewing Machine Motor:

Mitsubishi XCG 554 20Y - 550 W

Control Box: XCG MFY 2005

Power Supply Voltage: 220 V 50/60 Hz

Air Consumption: 3 L/min

Zeromax puller
For fast feeding on different kind of denim fabric, granting the match of the 
different panels during the sewing operation

Differential feeding
Differential feed dog system with independent setting, allowing the highest 
flexibility in sewing of different fabrics with the max comfort for the operator

DCP (dynamic control pressure) patented technology
The operator doesn’t need to slow down the operations in the critical points, the 
presser foot will adapt itself automatically on every edge or crotch point

back yoke back rise outseam inseam top stitch

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



VI.BE.MAC. S.p.A.

Società soggetta a direzione e coordinamento di Jack Europe S.à.r.l.

Via Monte Pastello, 7/i - 37057 San Giovanni Lupatoto (VR), Italy

vibemac@vbm-grp.com - sales@vbm-grp.com - customercare@vbm-grp.com

Tel. +39 045 8778151 / 8778152

follow our socials

get in touch

www.vibemac.com
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